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ABSTRACT
Rituals and Adoptive Families

by

Michelle Amber Christensen, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2003
Major Professor: Dr. Scot M. Allgood
Department: Family and Human Development

The purpose of this study was to discover the type of rituals utilized by adoptive
fam ilies to welcome a child into their home. Family members obtain a sense of
identity through the enactment of ri tuals. Forming family identity is especially
important to the adoption process. This study examined the types and amount
of rituals reported by 20 adoptive couples. The top five most helpful rituals were
obtained. The rituals were then divided up into categories. The results of this study
found that patterned interaction rit uals are used most often and are most helpful
in welcoming an adoptive child . Family tradit ions and family celebration rituals
followed in their usage and helpfulness.
(115 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRO DUCTION
According to the Cambridge internat ional dictionary of English (2002) , the term
adopt means to "take (another person's child) into your own family, legally raising
him or her as your own ch ild ." The adoption rate in Utah has significantly increased
in the past decade. Since 1993 , the rate of adoption has increased by 22% (National
Adoption Information Clearinghouse [NAIC], 2001). According to Adoption and
Foster Care Analysis and Reporting System [AFCARS] (2002) , there are 117,000
children eligible for adoption in the United State's foster care system alone. With
the ever increasing number of children becoming eligible for adoption, the question
arises, "What are adoptive famili es utilizing as a means of welcoming these children
into their homes?"
The adoption process is a t ime of change for fam ily members (Groze, 1996).
Adoption includes both losses and gains to the child and to biological and adoptive
famili es involved. Adoption is a transition ary period , where a new familial system is
forming. How are adoptive families assisting it 's members through multiple changes
during this transitionary time?
Viere (2001 , p. 289) stated that "all fam ilies experience crisis or stress, and
rituals have the capacity to provide families stability during these times. " Rituals
have the abi lity to provide stability, as they assist with the form ation of family
identity, the development of roles and expectations (Imber-Black, 1988a; Wolin &
Bennett , 1984).
Stability, fam ily identity and roles and expectation are aspects of rituals and
are important to the newly formed adoptive family in many ways. Rituals provide
essential tools for building family identity (Cheal, 1988). One way t hat family iden-
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tity is form ed is through transmitting family values and beliefs (Steinglass, Bennet,
Wolin, & Reiss, 1987}. Rituals provide an opportunity for values am] beliefs to be
displayed in various ways. Communication of values and beliefs occurs both verbally and non-verbally through the enactment of rit uals. "Particularly important is
the action component of rituals, in that they speak not about roles, rules, relationships, and world views, but in roles, relationships , rules , and worldviews as t hese elements are shifted in the ritual" (Davis, 1988, p. 192}. Family identity behaviorally
manifests itself through the action of rituals. According to Whiteside (1989} family
rituals demonstrate the process of family membership. It is through the enactment
of rituals that fam ily membership becomes solidified.
Rituals develop an action-based communication while utilizing roles, rules, and
expectations (Imber-Black, 1988b}. This action-based communication allows for
more than one means of commun ication. Sight, sound , touch , taste, smell are all
included in the communication offered through rituals. Allowing for various types
of interaction offers fl exibility to meet the needs of family members of various ages
while participating in the same activity. Stimulating several senses provides multiple means of learning for family members.
Bringing a child into a familial system requires a shift in the functioning of the
family. "Rituals can be seen as living stories enacted by family members about
what it means to experience connection in a family or a type of collaborative bonding" (Mize, 1995, p. llO}. The family performs the rituals inside of the familial
system , allowing for the ritual to be a part of the system not outside of t he system. There is a need to adjust family roles and rules when a child enters the family
(Groze, 1992}. The family must make changes to the system in order to make room
for the newly adopted member of the family.
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Rituals develop as the system adj usts to a new member, thereby forming roles,
rules , and relationships according to the new familial system. It is through the
use of repetition that familiarity and transformation can occur. A family system
develops consistency and meaning to the routines of life through the use of repeated
rituals. Rituals offer the stability of repetition of meaningful events. The meaning
attached to the adoption by the child and other individuals in the family, is an
important part of family integration (Groze, 1992).
Rituals connect families and individuals to the larger culture while defining the
family as unique from the larger culture. Many of the meaningful traditions are
transmitted from generation to generation and assist in connecting the extended
family while distinguishing it as unique from the surrounding community (ImberBlack , 1988b). An example of this is a family observing Memorial Day, a culturally
accepted tradition in their geographical area. However, a distinguishing ritual to
their observation of Memorial Day is when the family lights a candle in memory
of the deceased biological grandparents of the adopted child. Thus, a culturally
accepted ritual is made unique to the individual family.
In addition, rituals assist in the understanding of how the culture fits into the
family, and thereby how the child fits into the culture (Oggins, Veroff, & Leber,
1993). The child learns how the family incorporates the surrounding culture into
the system. The child learns to identify his or her place according to culturally
appropriate expectations played out through family rituals.
Time is a unique aspect of rituals. Rituals connect the past with the present,
and give direction for the future (Davis, 1988). The identity of the child and of
the family is intertwined with the aspect of time. The child's and adopt ive famil y's
identity will be affected by the connection made between the past, present and
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future. The child will need to connect his or her past history with biological parents
to the present reality of living with the adoptive family (Groze, 1992). The adoptive
family will need to con nect their past to that of the child 's past in order to develop
continu ity to the present and direction for the future. Rituals provide a means of
weaving the strands of past and present creating stability for the chi ld and family.
The present study is designed to examine how families are utilizing rituals as
they adopt a chi ld into their system. The findings from the study have potential
implications for family therapy.

Conceptual Framework
Systems framework is based upon the assumptions that all parts of a system
(i.e., members of a family, context that they live, extended family and friends,
school and work contexts, etc.) are important in understanding why individual
behaviors occur. The concept of nonsummativity is the most basic idea of systems
framework. Nonsummativity means the whole is greater than the sum of its parts
(Hanson, 1995).
When two parts act together, the interaction of the two forces produces much
more than can be explained by looking only at the two parts alone. A child entering
an adoptive family is an example of nonsummativity. The interacting parts of the
family system generate more effects than simply an addition of one. A system is
defined as "any two or more parts that are related such that change in any one part
changes all parts" (Hanson, 1995, p. 27).
The interconnectedness of the parts forming a system precludes a cause and
effect relationship between the individuals or parts (Hanson, 1995). When a child
is introduced into the system, the changes that will occur throughout the system
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are unpred ictable. The manner in which the fa mily attempts to assimilate and
accommodate the child into the system may give some direction in the process of
change, but is still somewhat unpred ictable.
Rituals offer a direction for the family by behaviorally demonstrating how the
system fun ctions and how the child fits into t he system (Mize, 1995). The possible
affects of change to a system can be given direction by first understa nding a single
behavior. To understand a single behavior, the family must see how t he behavior
fits into the la rger context.
T he definition of context is the "whole that emerges when two or more parts
a re interrelated" (Hanson, 1995, p. 21). A child entering a fa mily system alters
both t he context of the system a nd t he context of t he child. "It is very difficult to
understand behavior outside of its context, and problems emerge when we do not
share context" (Hanson , p. 20) . T he family a nd the child are developing a new
context together, while attempting to blend and understand the past contexts of
each individual.
The past, present and future aspect of rituals are helpful in t he understanding
a nd blending of contexts. Understanding t he direction that the system is moving
occurs as fam ily members participate in repetitive behaviors. Rituals are made up
of repetitive behaviors that provide stability a nd consistency for the system.
As the chi ld a nd adoptive family develop patterns of action and inaction in the
context of their interrelationship to other members of t he system , they can begin to
gauge what events will emerge in t he process. A system begins to self-regulate, as it
gauges patterns t hat emerge t hrough interaction. This self-regulation of the system
is callerl c:yhernetics (Ha nson, 1995).
Humans develop shared meanings and symbols (Mize, 1995). Self-regulation
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occurs as shared meanings and symbols within the family and surrounding culture
develop wi thin the system. Ou tcome behaviors are mediated baseu

Oil

emergent

group properties thus developing self-regulation wi t hin the system (Hanson, 1995).
Rituals can provide self-regulation for the system , as meanings and symbols are
expressed verbally and nonverbally through ritual interactions. These ritual interactions are patterns that express the meta-rules and rules that help the system selfregulate. As patterns are established through the actions taken within the system,
the ultimate events will depend on patterns rather than stimuli.
Rituals offer action-based communication about the basic structure of the family. The common symbols and meanings, and the roles that are expected from family members are actively portrayed in rituals (Helwig & Ruthven , 1990). Therefore,
self-regulation of the system occurs through the display of rituals. This study will
utilize System 's Framework as a way to concept ualize the utility of rituals by families who have adopted children.

Purpose of the Study
Although t here is a theoretical link between adoption and rituals, there is little
research to help clarify the connection. The purpose of this study was to obtain
information about if and what types of rituals adoptive families are utilizing as they
welcome a child into their homes.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter outlines the types of adoptions, resources for adopting families, risk
and protective factors and adjustment to adoption. The categorization of rituals ,
and their abi lity to provide communication and meaning is also included. Finally,
the strengths and weaknesses of the current research on adoption and rituals are
discussed.

Adoption
This section will discuss several types of adoption. This section also describes
the continuum of openness that factors into the adoption process.
An adoption done through a public agency means that state and/or federal
agencies assist in the adoption. Public agencies have various programs that adoptive parents can utilize. Some of these programs include pre-adoption counseling
and training , adoptive home stud ies, adoption assistance payment contracts, or subsidies and some post-placement services (Babb & Laws).
Public agencies utilize fost-adopt programs, where foster parents adopt a child
through the state (Babb & Laws, 1997). Fost-adopt programs assist families in
adopting children whose biological parents rights have been relinquished by choice
or by the state. The foster family with which the child lives is often offered first
priority in the adoption process.
Private agencies are privately owned. Private agencies may be nonprofit or forprofit, religious or nonreligious (Babb & Laws, 1997). A family may choose to independently adopt , where there is no agency involvement. For example, an attorney,
doctor, or clergyman may facilitate independent adoption. The majority of healthy
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infants are placed through independent adoption (Babb & Laws).
The family may also use adoption services uuly at the end of the adoption process. An id ent ified adoption is where prospective adoptive parents and expectant
parents find each other and then obtain the services of an independent adoption
facilitator or adoption agency in arranging and fin alizing an adoption.
Another form of adoption is an internationa l adoption, which consists of about
10% of all adoptions in the United States (Mason & Silberman , 1993). The children adopted in this type of adoption range from infants to age 15, with or without
special needs, and are generally not Caucasian.
There is a continuum of openness that is associated with all of these types of
adoption . The continuum ranges from confidential to fully disclosed adoptions
(Grotevant , McRoy, & Elde, 1994). A confidential or closed adoption is where there
is no contact between birth and adoptive families. A semi-open adoption , or mediated adopt ion is where there is limi ted contact between the birth and adoptive
families. A fully disclosed or open adoption is where complete identifying information is shared between birth and adoptive families (Silverstein & Roszia, 1999).
Depending on the ty pe of adoption a family utilizes, different beliefs about the
continuum of openness are expressed . The trend is moving towards more openness
in the adopt ion process between birth parents and biological parents in both private
and public agencies (Berry, 1993). This trend has occurred as research has demonstrated that information passed from biological parents to adoptive parents assist
families in transitioning a child more smoothly (Berry, 1991 , 1993; Grotevant et al. ,
1994; Groza & Rosenberg, 1998; Graze, 1996; Silverstein & Roszia, 1999). Helping th e child to maintain attachments to previous caregivers allows the child more
continui ty.
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There are a number of pathways to adoption. Each type has some range on
t he openness continuum. The organization that the family chooses to work with ,
as well as the amount of openness t hat the family decides to have with biological
family will affect the fram ework of the family system (Kramer & Houston, 1998).

Resources for Adoptive Families and Children
Graze (1994) stated that "the most significant challenges facing adoptive families
are family integration , where the adoptive family and the child come together to
create a new family system" (p. 92). Families are able to draw on many resources
in order to assist with family integration. Examples of resources that families can
draw on include familial , com munal , societal, and spiritual. The resources provide
three main types of support.
The first type of support is emotional. This type of support is the "interpersonal
exchanges that help an individual feel cared for and validated" (Kramer & Houston ,
1998, p. 424). The second type of support is informational support. Informational
support includes information about other resources, background information on the
child and family, and other information that the family and child would find helpful
in the adoption process. The third type of support is concrete aid. This type of
support includes child care, recreational opportunities, financial subsidies, medical
care and therapy (Kramer & Houston). According to Kramer and Houston , the
three types of resources are met in formal and informal support networks.
Traditionally, child welfare or adoption agencies have taken primary responsibility for providing support and assistance to families integrating an adopted child
(Kramer & Houston, 1998). However, according to Kramer and Houston (1998) , the
adoptive families in their study found the support provided by informal networks to
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be the mos t helpful. This is because most families, according to the study, turned
to informal support networks to obtain support .
Informal support networks incl ude other adoptive families, extended family
members, and the community in which the family lives. Families utilize extended
networks as a means of supporting and teaching values and beliefs (Kramer & Houston, 1998). Rituals are a pathway to connecting families with other adoptive families, extended family and with t he commu nity as a whole (Imber-Black, 1989; Wolin
& Bennet t, 1984).
The unifying of nuclear and extended families with communities throughout the
adoption process is important . Imber-Black (1989) explained t hat celebrating milestones, mourning losses and affirmin g individual and collective beliefs are essential
to well-being. Extended family and community are important facilitators throughout the adoption process. They assist the nuclear family in celebrating milestones,
mourning losses and demonstrating collective beliefs. Rituals are a means of unifying nuclear families, extended families, and communities (Imber-Black, 1989; Mize,
1995; Wolin & Bennett , 1984).
Nuclear families, extended families and communities are unified through various
rit uals. Examples of rituals t hat can involve the family of origin , extended family
and community include name giving, new addition to the family, remembering when
we met , birthdays, seasonal celebrations, and religious, as well as adoptive showers,
and so on (Lieberman & Bufferd , 1999). As the family of origin , extended family,
and community participate and becomes more educated about the adoptive process,
rituals often spontaneously develop (Mize, 1995). Advocating for adoptive children
through rituals can be a meanin gful way to edu cate the community while helping
the child to identify with cul tural standards and norms (Lieberman & Bufferd) .
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Risk and Protecti ve Factors
Adoption experts recommend that adoptive parents be given a full understanding of medical, behavioral, and emotional background of the child , whenever possible (Silverstein & Roszia, 1999). Adoptive parents need to know wha t kind of
relationsh ips a child has had in the past. These past relationships are potential predictors for future relationships with significant others. The information gathered
by the adoptive family can provide t hem with clues of potential risks and protective factors. The more information parents can obtain , the better they can prepare
themselves in welcoming t he child into the family (Berry , 1991) .
Bringing a child into t he fa mily will affect the cybernetic self-regulation of the
system. The child 's biological predispositions a nd past experience will influence his
or her surroundings.
Socialization according to systems t heory is bi-directional (Pike, McGuire, Hetherington, Reiss, & Plom in , 1996). T his means t hat t he child will affect the system,
just as t he system affects t he child. T herefore, when the parents interact with their
child , the child 's behavior, as well as that of the parent 's affects the interaction.
What the parents are experiencing is an important part of the interacting process
(P ike et al. ).
An example of bi-directional interaction is the affect an adoption can have on
a marriage . Ma rried adoptive parents should expect that their ma rriage will be
challenged (Doherty, 1997). These challenges cause stress in both the marriage
a nd parenting relat ionships, both of which increases negativity toward the child
(Ge , Conger, Cadoret , & Neiderh iser, 1996). Adoptive parents' behaviors are not
only affected by heritable child characteristics; they also are likely to be affected
by many other factors in their environment (Ge et al. ). These other factors may
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include ma ri tal rela tionship factors , work stress, extended family stressors, and so
on.
Ge et a!. (1996) identified the marita l relationship and th e challenges associated
with adoption as an important area t hat is tested when adoption occurs. Older
adopted children have a way of pitt ing one parent against the other, usually making
the mother t he target of their attacks (Hel wig & Ruthven , 1990).
Family members and especially parents labor to maintain healthy relationships
as the adjustments related to bringing a new child into the home become evident.
Research done by Bucy (1995) found that mothers who participate in meaningful
family ri t uals demonstrate better coping abilities wi th parenting stress than did
mothers with Jess ritual participation. Rituals can act as a protective factor against
the stresses th at are associated with the changes that occur when a child is brought
into the home. Rit uals can be a way of providing a sense of unity, stability and
connection between family members, as new relation ships, expectations, roles and
rules are developed (Davis, 1988). Rituals act not only as protective factors for the
child , but for the parental diad , as well as for the entire family. The time spent in
rit ual interaction can prov ide defenses against life stressors (Bucy) .

Adjusting after Adoption
The adjustm ent process t hat a newly formed family experiences may include
some diffic ul ties. Glidden and Pursley (1989) discovered in their study that the
adoption of a child wi th developmental disabilities is often accompanied by increased disagreements between spouses, child management problems with respec t
to children already in the home, negative reactions from extended fa mily members, and fi nancial difficul ties. Parents must be aware of the pit falls of older child
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adoption so that they can increase the odds of a successful placement (Kramer &
Houston, 1008).
Some of the concerns that adoptive parents of older children may encounter are
school problems, lying, running away, chronically missing curfew, foul language,
stealing, eating problems, bed-wetting, problems originating from former foster
homes and institutions, and problems from t he birth family (Talen & Lehr, 1984).
According to the systems framework, the way that these behaviors will impact the
family is greater than can be summed (Hanson , 1995) .
This means that a child may be acting out to test the security of the newly
formed family. The parents may respond to this behavior by giving more attention
to the child . This will affect t he amount of time t hat they are putting towards their
marriage, and they may experience marital stress due to a lack of time spent together. With more marital stress, the effects ripple through the entire family. Other
children in the family will be affected by the increased stress and may respond in
a multitude of ways towards the newly adoptive child , and towards their parents.
The adoptive child 's simple act of testing newly formed attachments to an adoptive
family will have multiple ripple effects throughout the entire system.
0 ' Hara (1991 ) stated that the "child who must be placed in substitute care

at any age, and regardless of the reason , is torn from the biological and symbolic
context of his identity. No matter how nurturing the substitute care, the child 's
ongoing task will always be to reweave the jagged tear in the fabric of his identity
to make himself whole again" (p. 126). Children who have not gone through a
nat ural grieving process over the loss of their biological parents, according to Helwig
and Ruthven (1990) may display ads of aggression as a confirmation that they are
unlovable.
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The children and families involved in the adoption process have many adjustments to make. Not all ch ildren with special

need ~,

or older children have the prob-

lems associated with adoption as described above. In the majority of cases, families
and children have been well served by the adoption placement (Kramer & Houston ,
1998). Most adoptive children adjust well to their adopted family, and the families
express positive feelings about having adopted (Glidden & Pursley, 1989) . According to Groza and Rosenberg (1998), 98% of all adoptions remain intact.
A majority of families are able to permanently welcome a child into their homes.
The adoptive family is initially in a state of flux as new meaning is developing
around roles, rules, motivations , and expectations of all members in the family (Helwig & Ruthven , 1990). Rituals can be a means of developing stabi lity, and gaining
understan ding as the entire family experiences change (Mendenhall & Grotevant,
1996).
An adoptive family and child will experience adjustments. A child 's behavior
will affect the functioning of the familial system as a whole. There will be losses
associated with adoption. However, the majority of adoptions have been successful
(Glidden & Pursley, 1989). Newly form ed families can utilize rituals to assist them
as they adjust to multiple changes that occur when an adopted child enters the
family.

Adapting to Adoption
Adopting a child at any age is different from birthing a child (Lieberman &
Bufferd, 1999). Adoption has been compared to marriage, as the parents, any existing children, and the newly adopted child begin to adjust and gain understanding
of how they now fit into the fami lial system (Lieberman & Bufferd). One way that
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family members adjust to adoption is by performing claiming behaviors.
Claiming is a process whereby a child clai111s his or her parents as his own, and
the parent claims the chi ld (Sandelowski & Harris, 1993). Rituals can help in the
process of claiming (Sandelowski & Harris). Examples of claiming behaviors are addressing and mailing adoption an nouncements together, planning an adoption party,
introducing your child as "my son," or "my daughter ," or the child proudly writing out his new last name. In addition, finalization ceremonies for the adoption are
significant claiming activities (Sandelowski & Harris). Examples of fin alizations ceremonies include celebrations with extended family, and meeting with the judge who
declare the adoption final. These types of ceremonies and activities that encourage
claiming assist the newly formed family in assimilating and accommodating to one
another in a meaningful way.
E ntitlement is related to claiming in that it is t he process whereuy a parent feels
entitled to be called Mom or Dad (Babb & Laws, 1997). Bathing the new baby,
feedin g, administering medication, and advocating for the child ed ucationally are
all examples of entitlement behaviors. Entitlement behaviors are rituals that allow
the parent to show the world, as well as themselves that t hey are entit led to the
parental role. Rituals that encourage entitlement allow parents and children to gain
an understanding of their roles, rights, privileges, and responsibilities (Imber-Black,
1988a; Wolin & Bennett, 1984).
Adoption is similar to marriage, as families attempt to blend two systems together. Claiming and entitlement behaviors are two methods that fam ilies use to
incorporate a child into their newly develop family system. Rituals include both
claiming and entitlement behaviors. They are useful in moving the family towards
a unified system by demonstrating roles, rules, expectations, and responsibilities of
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the system (Babb & Laws , 1997).

The Ch ild 's Adjustment to Adoption
No matter how needful or positive adoptions are, being adopted maybe a confusing experience for the adopted child (O 'Hara, 1991). It is common for children who
have experienced adoption to go through a grieving process. The grieving process
may include concerns that the child may have about how he or she fits into family, and society. It may include wondering about biological parents, why they chose
to allow the adoption, what characteristics the child has of both the biological and
adoptive families. Children may grieve for days, weeks, months, or even for years
(Helwig & Ruthven , 1990).
Adoptive families and children may experience a mixture of other feelings as well
throughout the adoptive process. Feelings of joy, sad ness, anger, and love may all
be experienced in unison. An example of this is an older adoptive child who has
memories of his/ her biological family. The child may have a different understanding
of roles , rules and expectations than that of the adoptive family. This may cause
multiple feelings to arise between the child and family members. These feelings may
include frustration , and confusion. Different perspectives and feelings become part
of the transitionary stage as the child becomes incorporated into the new family
system (Helwig & Ruthven , 1990).
The original familial system, which did not include the adopted child will experience adjustments in order for the adoption to be successful. The familial system
will need to develop ways to reconnect in a different way with one another than before (Mize, 1995). Society does not have an accepted way of mourning the loss and
expressing the joy of being adopted. These confusing feelings for the adopted child,
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and the newly adoptive family can be difficult to manage (Babb & Laws, 1997).
Everyone in the family will experience adjustments. Society provides no mechan isms to adjust. Families develop rituals as a means of reconnecting in ways that
they have not done before (M ize, 1995). Rituals provide opportunities for adjustment that do not come inherently in society. Physical demonstrations of emotions
allow for expression of multiple feelings t hrough the enactment of family rituals
(Mendenhall & Grotevant, 1996).

Research on Adoption
There have been a number of research proj ects done on adoption over the past
two decades (Berry, 1991 ; Helwig & Ruthven, 1990; Kramer & Houston, 1994; Silverstein & Roszia, 1999). This section wi ll look at some of the most significant
research as related to this study. The strengths and weakness of the research will be
discussed in relation to the purpose of th is study.
Kramer and Houston (1994) gave a comprehensive questionnaire to forty adoptive parents who were in the process of adopting special needs children. The purpose of their st udy was to obtain what types of support families rely on as they attempt to integrate the family during the adoption process. They specifically looked
at emotional, informational, and concrete aid that formal and informal support
networks provide. They discovered that the adoptive parents in their sample utilized informal support networks more extensively. The informal support networks
assisted famili es with all three types of support, emotional , informational and concrete aid . Th.e authors noted that informal, agency- linked resources that include
"master" adoptive parents are the least utilized support network.
Kramer and Houston did not associate the adoption process with the rituals that
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support networks provide. Rituals utilize support systems as a means of integrating
the fam ily system. Therapists and profe,,ionals have advocated for the use of rituals when assisting a family system in adjusting to adoption (Lieberman & Bufferd ,
1999). However, there have been no empirical data that have identified what types
of rituals adoptive famili es may be developing.
Silverstein and Roszia (1999) developed a curriculum to address the transition
for all those involved in an adoption. They specifically looked at the role that openness plays in the transition. Their program provided educational adoption information through support groups, 60 hours of training that involved both biological
and adoptive parents, and panel presentations by adoptive and biological families
practicing open adoptions. There is also a home study aspect to the program that
reinforces the information provided in the classes.
T his research proposes that parents need to be given as much information as
possible about the chi ld (S ilverstein & Rosz ia, 1999) . It stresses that parents should
have contact with biological parents as a means of sharing information and helping
the child throu gh transitions. This research does not , however, identify specifically
what the parents do with this information. The research does not look at what
types of interactions take place when biological and extended families have contact.
It does not cl arify how meaningful relationships between biological and adoptive
families , and the adopted child form as they work through transitions. Rituals are
the physical portrayal of the metarules in the system (Whiteside, 1989). Patterns
are made as information is brought into the family. Rituals can represent the conscious and subconscious beliefs of the system based upon the information gathered
through t.ime.
Berry (1991) administered a survey to 1,396 newly adoptive families to obtain
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how many families are practicing open adoptions. They discovered that the majority of adoptive families are practicing some variation of openness in their adoptions.
This study did not highlight how the adoptive families and biological families are
having meaningful contact with each other. It does not cover the possible rituals
that families are developing as they interact with one another. Rituals act as a
pathway to connection and add meaning to transitionary t imes (Imber-Black , 1989).
Helwig and Ruthven (1990) highlight the importance of maintaining healthy
relationships as the family adj usts to a new child entering the system. They identify
various issues related to special needs adoptions, the unique concerns of biological
and adoptive parents , and the developmental stages of the adopted child. They
specifically discuss therapeutic intervent ions which include paradox , sculpting and
psychodrama.
T his st udy does not , however, identify what

familie~

are doing at home to assist

them through the adoption process. They do not identify the behaviors that help
the fam ily deal with the various issues identified in the previous paragraph. How
families adjust to a change in the system, and the ways that they keep their family
"healthy" are not explained.
Finally, the adoption research identifies that there are changes in roles, rules
and expectations when a new member enters a familial system (Helwig & Ruthven,
1990). However, how members of the system make adjustments to the flu ctuating
roles, rules and expectations is not expounded upon.
In summary, the adoption literature has identified that families rely upon informal and formal networks for support, families should be given as much information
abou t an adopted child as possible, and the roles, ru les and expectations of the familial system flu ctuate during the process of adoption. However, the research does
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not explain how famili es develop and maintain "healthy" relationships. It does not
describe how fami lies can utili'e the information for the well-being of the child and
the fam ily. And , the research does not explain how families are adjusting to flu ctuating roles, rules and expectati ons.

Rituals
According to Webster's (2001 ) dictionary, a ritual is "any practice regularly repeated in a set, precise manner so as to satisfy one's sense of fitness. " Rituals differ
from routines in that they are given significant meaning. Routines are simply repeated patterns, where meaning is not of particular sign ificance. Rituals become
meaningful to the fami ly as they serve the purpose of expressing needs, hopes, desires, values, beliefs, roles, rules and expec tations(Imber-Black, 1988a; Wolin &
Bennett, 1984) . Papp (1983) described rituals as the "actualized struggle of humans
attempting to give inner experience an outward form" (p. vi). Rituals make the implicit explicit by demonstrating inner experi ences through physical representation.
Bossard and Boll (1950) were t he first to bring t he use of rituals to scholarly attention. They stated that ri tuals are repetitious, mean ingfu l family events. Values,
attitudes, and culture are transmitted through these meaningful ritual enactments.
Steinglass et al. (1987) noted that families are generally aware of the ritual. T his
is im portant for the purposes of this study, as we will be aski ng families to identify
useful rit uals as they have brought adopted children into their homes.
According to Steinglass, Bennett, Wolin and Reiss (1987) , families work to maintain the ritual that offers symbolic, mean ingful emotions. Rituals have been shown
to assist famili es in establ ishing meaningful , stable interactions that fit within cultural context while specifically identifying individual familial subcult ures. While
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rituals have been shown to influence family life, (Bossard & Boll, 1950; Cheal, 1988;
Rosenthal & Marshall, 1988; Wolin & Bennett, 1984), they have not been studied
in t he context of establishing a family when adopting a child into the system. This
section will review the literature that has connected ritual with the interaction of
fami ly life.

Categorization of Rituals
Wollin and Bennett (1984) began making connections between rit uals and the
transmission of alcoholism almost 20 years ago. They discovered that rituals reflect family culture and pathology. In 1984, they noted that the rituals they were
identifying could be classified into three main categories. They labelled the three
categories of ritual behavior as: family celebrations, family traditions , and patterned family interactions. Despite differences in socioeconomic background, and
ethnic and religious orientation of the participant in the study, all three ritual types
remained universal with the participants.

Family Celebrations

Family celebrations are a type of ritual that connects the family with the wider
cu lture. Family celebrations include religious holid ays, such as Christmas, Easter,
and Passover and secular holidays, such as Thanksgiving, New Year 's Day, and the
Fourth of July. Family celebrations also include rites of passage t hat hold special
meaning to the family, such as bar mitzvahs, quincenneiras , baptisms , weddings ,
and fu nerals. These rituals are highly culturally bound, or are specific to the subculture of which the fam ily is a part. T hese ri tuals contribute to group identity in
a larger social context, supply emotional significance of the events for the entire
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fami ly, and involve unique symbols and actions t hat pertain to the events. Family
celebrations convey family ideuLiLy,

a;;

well as cultural connections with the commu-

nity (Steinglass et al. , 1987; Wolin & Bennett, 1984). Society and cultural expectations are the driving force that organizes the time, space and symbols of this type
of ritual (Viere, 2001).

Family Traditions
In comparison with family celebrations, family traditions are less culturespecific, are only moderately organized , and are more individualized to the family.
Family tradition rituals also have a high degree of meaning. There is a high level of
attachment to these types of rituals, as well. These rituals assist the family in making a statement to the world about who they are and how they are a unique family.
Examples in the literature include fami ly

vacaLiou~ ,

visits to and from extended

fami ly members, fami ly reunions, birthdays and ann iversaries. Most of these traditions are accompan ied with special fo od or music. There is an element of choice
that contributes to the hi gh degree of meaning family members attribute to traditions and attachment that is exhibi ted to continued observance. This type of rituals
is not as tied to cultural expectations as Family celebration rituals . "Family traditions are less anchored in the culture and are more idiosyncratic to the family, based
on what might be called an inside instead of an outside calender" (Viere, 2001 , p.
287). Therefore this type of ritual is more unique to the individual family.

Patterned Interactions
This type of ritualized routine is least del iberate, least consciously plan ned , but
most frequ ently enacted (Viere, 2001). Patterned interactions are least standardized
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and more variable over time (Wolin & Bennett, 1984). Through daily interactions,
Lhe~e

rituals add meaning for the fam ily. Boundaries are esta blished inside and

outside of the family through these daily-ritualized routines. Patterned interactions
include dinnertime, bath time, bedtime practices, leisure activities, and customary
greetings. Members' roles and responsibil ities are defin ed as these rituals give a
sense of stabi lity and meani ng for the family. Shared beliefs and identity are also
shared through these commonplace activities. The purpose of patterned interactions
provides stability for fam ily members while helping the system to identify roles,
symbols, and meanings accepted in the family (Wolin & Bennett, 1984).

Rituals As Communication
The rules and structure of rituals can offer a secure place to share emotions
through action and verbal communication (Mize, 1995). When a child is introduced to the family through adoption, the entire family enters a state of crisis. The
strengths and weaknesses of the family system become evident (Helwig & Ruthven ,
1990) . Adoptive fam ilies experience many of the same adjustments that other families might experience when adding a child to their family through birth, however additional concerns make the adoptive family unique. Families and adoptive chi ldren
may need to connect questions and concerns about past history within a present
setting. Rituals are a form of communication that a llows for past concerns and experiences to be addressed in present settings.
One of the ways that rituals can connect past experiences in a present context
is through the family 's assignment of meaning to the ritual. Communication is the
ability of members to identify symbols and prescribe meanings to them (ImberBlack, 1988b). Means of communication can be both verbally and nonverbally.
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Rituals offer the combination of both verbal and nonverbal meanings (Imber-Black).
Symbolic and very powerful fonus of communication occur through rituals. The
symbolism of rituals should be meani ngful not only for the "parent adopting the
child , but for the child who is also adopting the parent" (Groze, 1992, p. 189).
Through t he structured task of rituals , the adoptive child and family can uncover
values, beliefs , attitudes, myths, biases and fears about one another and the adoption process (Si lverstein & Roszia, 1999).
Rituals allow the fami ly to communicate about the past, which allows the child
and the family to grieve losses, build attachments, and begin to form a unified identity (Henry, 1999). Rituals have the ability to connect the past with t he present.
As they connect the past with the present, future implications can be incorporated
(Davis, 1988).
Time is a un ique aspect of rituals. The identity of the child au<.l of the family is
intertwined with the aspect of time. The child 's and adoptive family 's identity will
be affected by t he connection made between the past , present and future. The child
wi ll need to connect his or her past history with biological parents to t he present
reality of living with the adoptive family (Groze, 1996) . The adoptive family will
need to connect their past to that of the child 's past in order to develop continuity
to the present and direction for the future. Rituals provide a means of weaving the
strands of past and present creating stability for the child and fami ly.
Rituals may elicit many feelings from the participants, including positive and
negative emotions. Dependi ng on the rigidity of the ritual , and the stage of the life
cycle of participating family members, rituals may become rigid and impair commu ni cation. Rituals that become too rigid may make problems even more severe.
Some of the literature reviewed suggested that extremely rigid rituals maybe used
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to subordinate women , negatively control famili es, and affect societal arenas. Laird
(1984) found that alcoholic drinking could be considered a ritual that can make
transgenerational family members more susceptible to alcohol abuse. One study
found that family violen ce may reoccur through "aggression rituals" (Harris, Gergen, & Lannamann , 1986, p. 254). Rituals have the power to be utilized in both
a positive and negative manner to give identity and meaning to individuals and
famili es.

Research on Rituals
Few exploratory studies have been done on the relationship between family rituals and adoptive families. Most of the information published is based upon informal
observation and conjecture. Wolin , Bennett, Noonan, and Teitelbaum (1980) first
looked at ritual disruption and alcohol transmission. They interviewed 25 families
that met the criteria for alcoholic drinkers. They discovered that families who were
able to maintain familial rituals were less likely to transmit alcoholism into their
children 's generations.
This study was followed by a study titled "Couples at risk for transmission of
alcoholism: Protective influences" (Bennett, Wolin , Reiss, & Teitelbaum, 1987). It
was discovered that a child who came from an alcoholic family who maintained their
family 's rituals are at a higher risk for transmitting them into the context of their
married family. Sixty-eight couples who had married offspring with an alcoholic
parent were interviewed. They found that couples who were more deliberate in
their control of planning and carrying out rituals were more successful in admitting
the transmission of alcoholism into their fami ly.
Both of these studies focused on the impact that rituals had on families when
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low rit ual disruption of a dysfun ctional problem (alcoholism) occurred. They discovered that when rituals were purposefully established, children from alcoholic
families were better adjusted, and less likely to pass the dysfunctional problem to
their fami ly of marriage. These studies strengthen the literature on the usefulness of
rituals, specifically when dealing with children who have come from a dysfun ctional
home. These studies did not , however look at how rituals were useful with families
dealing with other types of dysfunctional problems, nor with adoptive children.
Whiteside (1989) fo cused on the role rituals played in remarried families to defin e family membership. It was discovered that families who were fun ctioning well
were able to keep unresolved issues from interfering with the establishment of new
fami ly structure. New family structure was established as the newly blended family
involved themselves in ritual observances. Families who demonstrated the most dysfun ction upon remarriage, were

tl w~e

unable to develop or maintain family rituals,

or wh o allowed family conflict to disrupt family rit uals.
This study reinforced the studies done by Wolin et al. (1980, 1987) in that families function better wh en rituals are not interrupted by unresolved or dysfunct ional
issues. Whiteside (1989) did not fo cus specifically on what families were doing in
order to develop meaningful rituals. The st udy did not ela borate on which rituals
were most helpful as families attempted to blend.
Mize (1995) obtained stories from 36 women about the rituals their families of
origin demonstrated, and the impact these rituals had on their current affiliation
and meaning. They discovered that the ri tuals observed in the women's families of
origin established a template. This template provided future meanings for connections made throughout their lives. This study only took into acco unt the viewpoint
of women. Other family members were not contacted as to the meaning they at-
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tributed to the rituals.
I3axter and Clark (1996) fo cused on how family communication and family ritua ls were interconnected. They administered a questionnaire to 250 university students. The questionnaire focu sed on the perceptions of parent-child communication.
They found that a family's commitment to having rituals positively correlated with
increased conversations and family conformity.
This study reinforces the idea that planned , purposeful rituals are beneficial to
famili es (Whiteside, 1989; Wolin et al. , 1987). This stressed that families who have
a high commitment to ritualizing have more cohesive family bonding. Families with
low commitment to rituals lack symbolic meaning for family members. This study
did not focu s on how a families commitment to ritualization assist in the ability to
adopt to changing family needs.
The research on ritu als has identified that

ritual~

can provide meaning, a sense

of connectedness, and stability for fami lies. Schvaneveldt and Lee (1983) concluded
that rit uals create intergenerational bonds. They stated that rituals can assist the
family in developing meaning and continuity. Rituals can be passed from generation
to generation providing understanding of roles and rules inside and outside of the
family. The research has not , however, identified t he specific types of rituals that
families are usi ng when an adoption takes place. More specifically, research has not
looked at how the process of adoption influences the family system and the types of
rituals that develop during this process.
In summary, little research has been done connecting rituals and famili es who
are adopting. The research that has been done, along with the observations of family theorists and family practitioners indicates that family rituals can be important
for t he developm ent of strong families. However, research done on ritu als does not
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identify specifically the types of rituals t hat are developing when a fa mily adopts a
child inLo Lhe system.

Rit ual Measurement
T here are several ri t ual measurements that have been developed . T his section
will disc uss several ritu al measurements, and the strengths and weaknesses of each
in relation to t his study.
Bingham (1996) developed the Ritual Inventory (RI) , a checklist used to measure positive rit ual activity. T hree types of rituals (family celebrations, family tradi tions, and fam ily interactions) are identified. Bi ngham divided 89 rituals into the
t hree types of ri t uals listed above. A questionnaire was formed that allowed for
the participant to identify their use of t he ritual as: (a) done, but not discussed or
planned; (b) rituals done that were discussed and planed ; (c) rituals not done, but
discussed and pl aned for fu ture involvement; or (x) rit uals never done, discussed or
planned .
Alt hough this study will be utilizing the same categories of rituals, the RI is too
general for the purposes of this st udy. T he RI was developed to study the rit uals
that were utilized by married couples to establish and maintain a satisfactory relationshi p. Many of the items do not apply for the purposes of this study. Therefore,
this measure was not used in this study.
F iese and Kline (1993) developed t he Family Ritual Questionnaire. This questionnaire was used to assess family rituals across seven settings. The seven settings
of rit uals are dinnert ime, weekends, vacations, annual celebrations, special celebrations, religious holidays , cul t ural and ethnic tradi tions. Eight rit ual dimensions are
also identified in this questionnaire. Occurrence, roles, routine, attendance, affect ,
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symbolic significance, continuation, and deliberateness are the eight dimensions reviewed in t his questionnaire.
The Family Ritual Questionnaire is not appropriate for this study, as it does
not have inclusion rituals. Focusing on inclusion rituals is essential to the study of
how families and children who are proceeding through the adoption process have
adapted to one another.
Wolin and Bennett (1988) developed the Family Ritual Interview. Four aspects
of family rituals are explored in this interview: the level of ritualization, change
and development of the ritual , similarity to rituals in each partner's origin family,
and the role of drinking (Wolin, Bennett, & Jacobs, 1988). The questions focus
on distinguishing family patterns with family rituals. Patterns and rituals are differentiated by the meaning that families attach to the interaction and if there is
symbolism associated with the interaction. The questious specifically are aimed to
gather information about ritual behavior before and during parental drinking. This
interview assesses important aspects of rituals, however, it focuses only on the connection of rituals with alcoholism . Therefore, many of the items do not apply for
the purposes of this study.
Mize (1995) developed an interview that included storytelling as the main component. In her interview, demographics are gathered about the participants. The
participants are then asked to tell stories about their ritual experiences in their family of origin. Few directives were given as the participants related their stories. The
directives were used to clarify the types of rituals the participants were discussing.
The types of rituals were divided into Wolin and Bennett's (1984) categories of patterned int.P.ractions, family celebrations, and family traditions. This style of interview gives valuable, specifi c data. The only participants in Mize 's research proj ect
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were women. Participants were also interviewed individually. The interview format was not designed to interview couples and is therefore not appropriate for this
study.
Other measures have been developed to study rituals. However, these measures
do not look at rituals in the context of adoption and are therefore not applicable for
the purposes of this study. This study utilized the three categorizations of rituals,
wh ich are family celebrations, family traditions, and patterned interactions. The
next section will further expand upon the measure used in this study.

Research Questions
T here has been little research published t hat connects adoption and rituals. The
purpose of this study is to ident ify what rituals are being utilized as families bring
adopted children into t heir home, as well as what categories of rituals are most
helpful in t his process. T he research questions that t his study looked at are:
1. What types of ri tuals are most com mon ly reported by parents with adopted

children?
2. Given the different categories of rituals (family celebrations, family traditions,
patterned interactions) , which category is most commonly reported by parents
as useful when welcoming a child into the home?
3. Which top five rituals do parents identify as the most helpful as they bring an
adopted child into their family?
4. Are t here differences in the number or type of rituals between t hose parents
with adoption ed ucation classes and those without?
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
The purpose of this study is to discover what rituals are utilized as children
are welcomed into the familial system through adoption. The design of the study,
population and sample, measures, and data collection procedures are discussed in
t his section.

Design
This study is an exploratory design as it explores the relationship between rituals and the welcoming of adoptive children into families. Few studies have focused
on the relationship between rituals and adoption. This study is designed to generate ideas about which rituals assist in

t.h ~

adjustment of families and ch ildren

during the adoption process, therefore , an exploratory study is the most appropriate
design (Mi ller, 1986).

Sample
A convenience sample was used to gather a population so as to not ignore adoptive subgroups . Adoptive parents from a project established by the Utah Division
of Child and Family Services (DCFS) and Utah State University were contacted
to participate. Eighteen famili es from this group were contacted by telephone and
asked to participate. Fifteen of the families contacted agreed to be interviewed.
Out of the remaining three famili es that did not participate, two of the families
were about to leave on vacation and were unable to schedule time, awl uue of the
families was not home and did not have an answering machine.
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A snowball sampling technique was used to enhance the possibility of finding
more members of the populat ion that fit the requirements of this study, that of
adopting children. Asking participants already in the study for names of other famili es who fit the criteria for the sample employs the snowball technique. From the
fifteen families who agreed to be interviewed , three of the families gave additional
names of families who met the cri teria for this study. Five of the families were contacted , all whom agreed to be interviewed.
The population of interest are families who have adopted. The sample was gathered from Northern Utah. Twenty parents who have adopted participated in this
study. This number was chosen, as this is an exploratory research project. Exploratory research seeks to build t heory rather than to test it (Dooley, 1995).
Parents reported adopting a total of 47 children. Out of those 47 children
adopted, 23 of the adoptions were public, 22 were private, and 2 were family adoptions. There was a total of 31 biological children reported as well. Families ranged
in size from one to nine children. Table 1 gives the means and standard deviations
for the ages of the children by type of adoption.

Table 1
Sample Descripton of Children

Ch ildren
Public adoption
Private adoption
Family adoption
Biological

Sample Size

Mean Age

SD

(n=23)
(n=22)
(n=2)
(n=31)

7.48
8.50
10.00
15.94

4.07
7.79
1.00
5.98
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Biological children tended to be older than adopted si libi ngs. Child ren who had
expereicnccd private adoption had the largest range in ages . There were only two
children who experienced fam ily adoptions. Public and private adopted children
were most similar in age.
The parents who participated in the study gave specific demographic information on themselves as well (Table 2). Husbands and wives, on average, were both
in their 40's, had some college education , were in their first marriage, and had been
married for 17 years.

Table 2
Sample Description of Husbands and Wives

Variable
Years of education
Number of marriages
Years married
Age

Husbands
SD
M
15.85
1.05
17.05
42.80

2.52
.22
6.82
6.97

Wives
M

SD

14.80
1.00
17.05
40.50

2.01
0.00
6.82
7.21

The average combined yearly salary was $79,562.50. There were four couples
who refu sed to report their earnings, as they stated that they did not feel it was
necessary information for the purposes of this study. Out of those who did report a
yearly income, the amounts ranged from $22,000 to $500,000.
In terms of religious and ethnic demographics, the sample was highly biased
with most participants claiming to belong to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints. Only one husband and one wife were not of this religious affiliation (see
Table 3). In add ition , all respondents reported being Caucasian.
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Table 3
Religious and Ethnic Demogr·aphics

Husbands
n
%
Religious affiliation
Mormon
Other
Ethnicity
Caucasian

Wives
n

%

19

95
5

19

95
5

20

100

20

100

Measures
As noted in the li terature review , there are no measures specific to rituals related to adoption. Wolin and Bennett (1984) identified three categories of rituals.
These three categories were used in this study. Other research has been done on the
effect iveness of rituals during trausit ional times (Baxter, & Clark , 1996; Mize, 1995;
Whiteside, 1989). However , there has not been a connection between the categories
of ritu als and their assistance during t he transition of adopting a child. The questionnaire was developed to asked specifically about the types of rituals that famili es
are using as they transition a child into their home.
Interviews were conducted during scheduled home visits. Both parents were
asked to participate in the interview. There were a total of eight open-ended quest ions asked to t he coupl e. Two follow-up prompts were given with each questions in
order to furth er prompt responses. Each question was asked with the explanation
that the parents are to identify rituals that have assisted their family and adopted
child into the fami lial system. A complete example of t he measure can be found in
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Appendix B. The questions asked were based upon the research cited in this li terature review.
An example of the questions in the questionnaire include, "Families use holiday
rituals as a way to celebrate important annual events in their lives. Some examples
of holiday rituals are: Christmas, Father's/Mother's day, birthdays, and Labor Day.
(Prompt 1) How have holiday rituals changed as a result of the adoption?"
The first six questions specifically address the categorization of ri tuals as defined
by Wollin and Bennett (1984). The three categories of identified rituals include family celebrations, family traditions, and patterned interactions. The purpose of using
these three categories as a basis for the first six questions was that these three categories have proven to remain consistent with participants in other studies despite
socioeconomic background and ethnic and religious orientation (Wollin & Bennett).
The questions ask both parents to identify rituals that fall into six areas based
upon the three categorizations of rituals identified by Wollin and Bennett (1984).
The six areas include: holidays (e.g. , Christmas , Father's/Mother's day, birthdays) , religious rituals (e.g., blessings/ christenings, baptisms, ordinations, meal
time prayers) , annual events (e.g. , vacations, reunions, adoption anniversaries, graduations), family events (e.g. , Recreational activities, special meals or foods , visiting ex tended family, naming ceremonies), fam ily daily events (e.g., greetings, job
charts, playing games, family exercise, housecleaning routines, school projects, family leisure t ime) , parent child interactions (e.g., bedtime routines, parent-child tasks,
shopping together, life books, foster family and biological family contacts). See appendix D for specific questions.
These six quest ions address the first research question proposed by this study
regarding what types of rituals are most commonly used in families with adopted
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children. These open-ended questions provided prompts but did not limit responses.
The seventh question asked the family to identify the top five most helpful rituals in welcoming an adopted child into the family. This question is important as
it addresses the second research question proposed by this study regarding what
rituals fam ilies identify as important in the process of bringing an adopted child
into the home. Review of the literature has demonst rated that no studies have
specifically identified the rituals that have been most helpful as families welcome an
adopted child into their home. This question is utilized to address this concern .
The final question asked information about adoption educat ion that fam ily
members had recieved . This question was asked in order to answer the final research question. The purpose was to identify if there are any differences between
the amount and type of rituals utilized by those with more adoption education and
those without.
Once the inventory was developed, two adoption experts and two family life professionals reviewed the instrument and gave feedback to the author . One adoption
expert is the DCFS director of adopt ion. The second adoption expert is an associate professor in the Department of Family and Human Development , who has
published on rituals. The two family life professionals are members of the Utah
State University staff in the Family and Human Development Department.
The measure was altered according to the feedback given . In addition to the
previously mentioned questions , demographic information was gathered including
age, education, years married, number of marriages, income, religion, the number
of children in the family, their ages , gender and how they became a part of the
family. T his measure can be seen in Appendix A. An evaluation of the measure 's
performance is discussed in t he procedures section.
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Procedure
Participants were contacted through the DCFS and Utah State Adoption program. T he primary researcher was part of a team gathered by DCFS and Utah
State University to provide the Adoption program. The program specifically targets adoptive parents who have offi cally brought a child into their home. The
program was established to give resources, practical training , and information to
post-adoption families. The primary researcher taught a section of the program
abou t rituals and their ability to assist through transitions. After the program , part icipants were told about this study, and invited to give their names and contact
information if they were interested in participating.
Once the families were contacted by telephone, a time to do the interview was
established . All of the interviews took place in the homes of the participants with
both husband and wife present.
Before beginning th e interviews, an explanation of the study was given with
directions of confidentiality and rights of the participants. Participants signed a
consent form indicating they understood their rights and what was expected of
them during the interview. A standard interview followed where eight open-ended
ques ti ons were asked of the participants.
An interviewer wrote down responses given by participants in an interview
packet . There were a total of three interviewers, two females and one male. One
male and one female interviewer were both single, upper division , college students
who were maj oring in family and human development. The other interviewer was a
married student majoring in family human development. All three interviewers had
research experience and were interviewed prior to their participation in the study.
The interviewers were told that the purpose of the study was to obtain informa-
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tion about what rituals are being utilized by familes who have brought an adopted
child into their homes. The iuterviewers met five times with the primary researcher.
Twice before the interviews began, after the first interview, after the third interview, and after their fin al interview. The meetings were held to answer questions
the interviewers had , to train in interviewing standards , and to stress the importance of confidentiality.
Each interviewer was paid for t heir mileage spent going to the participants
houses. They also counted the time spent on the study for continuing education
cred its at Utah State University.
Before the interviews began , an IRB review and approval of research was completed . The primary researcher completed an examination covering the responsiblities and rights of researchers and participants in a study. This exam covered the
guidelines for informed consent , confidentiality, risks to participants, data collection ,
history of human participant protection , and federal regulations. Upon completion
of the examination , data collection commenced .
After all twenty interviews were completed , the rituals were divided into the
three categories by t he initial researcher. The categories were made according to
Wollin and Bennett 's (1984) category di scriptions . The same information about
the family celebrations, family tradit ions, and patterned interactions categories was
given to one of the research assistants. The research assistant read the definition
and description of each of the categories. The research assistant then categorized
the rituals identified in the interviews according to her understanding of Wolin and
Bennett's (1984) categories.
Ohserver agreement was reported for two reasons. First , the categorization
of the rit uals needed to be accurate between raters, and the second reason is to
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demonstrate that the procedures are replicable (Bakeman & Gottman, 1979). Observer agreement was cou11mted as the primary rater's categorizing was compared
to that of the second rater 's categorizations. Table 4 shows the agreement and disagreement areas.

Table 4
Obse1·ver Categorization Agreement

Observer 1
Observer 2

Family
Celebrations

Family
TI·aditions

Patterned
Interactions

Totals

29

32
30

43
43

104
104

31

The second observer questioned two of the Family Tradition rituals , and thought
that they might be family celebrations. The two observers met and compared the
ways that they had categorized th e findings. The two discrepancies were discussed
and a consensus was made that the two rituals in questions were categorized under
family traditions according to the definitions given by Wollin and Bennett (1984).
Cohen's kappa (Cohen, 1960) is an agreement statistic that corrects for chance.
This statistic was computed with a result of .96. According to Fleiss (1981), kappa
results that range from .40 to .60 are fair , .60 to .75 are good , and over .75 are
excellent. Therefore, the pattern of agreement is greater than would be expected if
chance agreement occurred.
Due to the manner in which th e interview was conducted, the unit of analysis
in this study is the couple. Both husband and wife were interviewed jointly, and
responses were not specified in the interview packet by the interviewers. Therefore,
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the sample size for this study is equal to 20.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
In this chapter, the preliminary analysis and test for the research questions will
be reported. Frequency statistics were the primary source of information gathered
from each interview.

Research Question 1
The first research question (What types of rituals are most commonly reported
by parents with adopted children?) is most easily answered by using frequencies. A
frequency table was produced to co unt the number of rituals reported by each interviewee. Appendix C has a complete list of all 104 rituals mentioned by participants
in t his study. The top ten most commonly mentioned rituals are identified in Table
5.

All of the top ten most frequently reported rituals involved interaction with
multiple family members. Two of the rituals were developed around communication (regularly visiting extended family, and talk t ime with child and parent). Two
of the rituals included eating with family members (eat meals as a fam ily, regular
outdoor eating rituals). Two of the rituals included religious themes (child sealed
[religiously connected] to family in LDS temple , and family prayers). Three of the
ri tuals dealt with physical games and work (regular chore assignments, regular outdoor family activities, and regular indoor family activities). The last two rituals in
the top ten both dealt with summer trips (family reunions , a nd summer traveling
trip).
The research questions was answered as the participants responded to the eight
open-ended questions. The participants identified rituals that they utilized through-
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out the welcom ing process. The resu lts indicate that not only did the respondents
use rit uals, but that there were specific behav iors used by the majority of the families.

Table 5
Most Frequently Identified Rituals

Ritual
Regularly visiting extended family
Talk t ime with child and parent
Child sealed to family in LDS tem ple
Family Prayers
Regular chore assignments
Regular outdoor activities done with family
Regular indoor family activities
Regular outdoor eating rituals
Family Reunions
One big sum mer traveling trip
Eat meals as a family

n

Frequency

19
19
18
16
16
15
15
14
14
14
14

95%
95%
90%
80%
80%
75%
75%
70%
70%
70%
70%

Research Question 2
The second research question (given t he different categories of rituals , which
category is most common ly reported by parents as useful when welcoming a child
into the home?) is best answered by using a frequency table. This question utilizes
the three categories of rituals as described by Wolin and Bennett (1984), namely,
family celebrations, fam ily traditions, and patterned interact ions. Tables 6, 7, and
8 show the three categories of family rituals and how often interviewees identified
them as imp ortant.
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Family celebrations are reported in Tab le 6. The range of reported celebrations
was 3-17, with a rnediau number of 7. This means that the least amount of celebrations reported by a fami ly was 3 and the most celebrations reported by a fami ly
was 17. A review of the data shows a slightly negative skew of reported celebrations. The most reported rituals were done by almost every family. Examples of
family celebrat ions that were most common ly reported were games on Christmas
with fami ly, and a special gift given from adoptive parents to child on holidays .

Table 6
Frequ ency Responses for Family Celebrations

Number of Frequency of
rituals
individuals
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
16
17
Total

Cumulative

%

%

10.0
15.0
10.0
10.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
2
10.0
5.0
5.0
1
5.0
20 100.0

10.0
25.0
35.0
45. 0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
75.0
85.0
90.0
95.0
100

2
3
2
2

Family trad itions are reported in Table 7. The range of traditions was 3 through
24, with a median of 9. All of the participants reported at least 3 traditions. A
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review of the data shows a slightly negative skew of reported traditions. Family
tradition rituals were more often mentioned than were Family celebration rituals.
This makes sense as family traditions require less organization and structure, a nd
are performed more regularly (Wollin & Bennett , 1984). Some examples of the most
com monly mentioned family traditions were visiting extended family a nd summer
vacations.

Table 7

Frequency Responses for Family Tra ditions

Number of
times ritual
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
14
15
18
20
23
24
Total

Frequency of
individuals

2
2
2
1
3

1
20

C umulative

%

%

5.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
5.0
15.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
100.0

5.0
15.0
25.0
35.0
40.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
75.0
80.0
85.0
90.0
95.0
100.0

Finally, Table 8 identified that patterned interactions were the most commonly
mentioned category. The range of reported patterned interactions was 4-35, with
the median being 9. There was such a broad range of patterned interactions re-
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Ta ble 8

Frequency Responses f or Pattemed Interactions

Number of Frequency of
t imes ritual
individuals
5
7
10
12
13
14
15
19
20
21
22
25
26
28
30
33
34
35
Total

Cumulative

%

%

5. 0
5.0
2
10.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5. 0
5.0
2
10.0
5. 0
5.0
5.0
1
5. 0
20 100.0

5.0
10.0
20.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50.0
55.0
60.0
65.0
70.0
80.0
85.0
90.0
95.0
100.0

ported, a nd with a small sample size , no identifiable patterns cou ld be obtained
from the data.
This category of rituals was most commonly mentioned a mong the three categories of ri t uals. Some examples of the most commonly mentioned patterned interactions included nighttime ritu als, meal time rituals and bathing rituals.
Ta ble 9 shows the means and standa rd deviations for each of the categories.
This ta bl e was constructed to obtain information a bout which category of ritual
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was reported the most often . Therefore, family celebration rituals were the least
often identified and patterned interacLiuus were the most often identified rituals by
participants. An ANOVA was also computed , which included the three categories.
The null hypothesis for this test was that all of the means for each of the groups
are equal. The alpha level was set at .05. The F critical value was 3.09 and the
F value for the ANOVA was 6.71. Therefore, the null hypothesis can be rejected.

There is only 5% chance, or less that the means of the three categories are equal. It
is therefore concluded that the means of the three categories tested are statistically
significant. There is a 95% chance t hat means of the three categories are statistically different .

Table 9
Ritual Gatego1·y Means and Standm·d Deviations

Rituals
Family Celebrations
Family Traditions
Patterned Interactions

M

SD

6.54
6.48
9.47

4.08
4.21
3.76

Research Question 3
The third research question (Which top 5 rituals do parents identify as most
helpful as they bring an adopted child into their fam ily?) asks specifically which
five rituals the interviewees found most useful during the transitionary period of
welcoming an adopted child. Table 10 shows the top 11 rituals identified most commonly in response to this question. A full list of all the items reported as being in
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the top five most helpful rituals can be seen in Appendix E.
Of the eleven most frequently mentioned rituals , seven were patterned interactions. Two of the top 11 are family traditions and two are fam ily celebrations. This
is consistent with the findings from the precious question, where patterned interactions were identified more often than the other categories.

Table 10
Top 11 Most Valued Rituals
Ritual
Fami ly prayers
Summer trip
Outdoor activities with family
Birthday party
Attend church as a family
Chi ld sealed to family
Eat meals as a family
Time to talk alon e with parent
One on one games
Family watches child's extracurricu lar
Games on Christmas

Frequency
7
7
6
5
5
5
5
5

%

4
4
4

4
4
4

7
7
6
5
5
5
5
5

Research Question 4
The fourth research question (Are there differences in the number or type of
rituals between those parents with adoption education classes and those without?)
was answered by coding the respondents according to those who took classes and
those who did not . Table 11 shows the differences between those who took adoption
classes and those who did not , and the number of rituals each group identified.
Appendix E has a complete listing of all of the rituals divided by the two groups of
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t hose with adoption classes a nd those without.
There were only 3 co uples ou t uf the 20 interviewed that had not ta ken an adopt ion education class. Both t hose who had taken adoption education classes and
those who did not mentioned patterned interactions most often , with family traditions and fa mily celebrations foll owing. Those with no adoption courses identified
fewer ri t uals in all of the categories. Given the small sample to start wit h a nd the
very low n for those without adoption classes, statistical analyses were not appropriate.

Table 11

Categorization of Rituals by Adoption Classes

Classes

(n = 3)
Category

Family Celebrations
Family Traditions
Patterned Interactions

M

SD

6.12
6.09
8.86

3.70
3.74
3.43

No Classes
(n = 17)
M
SD

.43
.39

.60

.62
.69
.62
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
T his section will focus on explaining the resul ts of this study. Each research
question will be discussed . The resul ts will be compared to the literature review ,
and rationale for the results will be given. Applications for therapy, limitations of
the research, and future recommendat ions will be addressed.

Research Question 1
The first research question (What types of rituals are most commonly reported
by parents wit h adopted children?) asks which rituals were most frequent ly reported by participants. The 20 couples reported 104 rituals. The top two most
freq uently reported ri tuals (regularly visiting extended family, and talk time with
child and parent) speci fi cally identify the importance of communication. One parent in the study reported, "Making a special time to talk gives the boys confidence
to know that they can trust and speak with us anytime about anything."
Helwig and Ruthven (1990), noted that communication is the key to dealing
with issues that develop through the adoption process. Communication allows for
the participants to process t he adoption experience as a fam ily (O' Hara, 1991).
Rituals allow the family to communicate about past experiences, build present attachments, and form future identity (Henry, 1999). One parent reported rituals that
opened communication while welcoming a child into the fami ly. "In the beginning,
there was a Jot of talk to deal with anger. Stories about where our son came from
became important daily ri tuals. His book of life, which included pictures and stories
of his biological family, became an important part of daily life."
Family values and beliefs are relayed through the rituals process (Vi ere, 2001 ).
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These beliefs and values are embedded in the context of the family. Rituals are an
enactment of the beliefs and values of the familial system. Viere (2001) stated that
"Rituals are powerful organizers of behavior within the family system that provide
the family with a sense of stability, a unique identity, and a means for socializing
children within their cul tural context" (p. 288). One of the parents explained how
roles, ru les and family identity were portrayed through the use of rituals. "The
ri t uals we use help the girls know how the family fun ctions. They help the girls
know what to expect, what is important, and who we are as a family. "
According to Bossard and Boll (1950) rituals assist the family in establishing
stable interactions that fit within a cu ltural context while specifically identifying
individual famil y subcultures. Spending the time "visiting" with extended family
and parents may allow the child to understand t he family subculture nestled within
a larger culture.
Ot her ritu als in the top ten most frequently reported ritu als included religious rituals. The population for this project was 95% Mormon. According to
th e Columbia Encyclopedia , Sixth Edition (2001) , The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints is a highly ritualized religion . Being "sealed as a family" was one
of the top most mentioned rituals.
According to the Encyclopedia of Mormonism , Volume 3 (1992) , the term sealing means "th e securing, determining, or establishment of a bond of legitimacy. It
refers to the marriage of a husband and wife and to the joining together of children
and parents in relationships that are to endure forever." One participant stated that
"being sealed together signifies a unified and eternal family." This type of ritual was
reported by a participant as symbolic of "becoming a famil y in the eyes of Cod."
This ritual portrays a behavior that all members of the family participate in as a
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demonstration of fami ly identity. "Family ri tuals provide the family and individual
members with a sense of identity by creating

feeli ug~

of belonging" (Viere, 2001,

p. 287). This type of religious ritual provides a stable interaction that fits within a
cul t ural context (Bossard & Boll, 1950). Not on ly does the family interact together
in a religious ceremony, but the children learn about the religious culture of the
fami ly and communi ty.
Praying as a family also demonstrates family unity. Many of the fami lies mentioned holding hands, kneeling on a bl anket together as a family, or kneeling toget her d uring prayers to represent unification. These types of physical demonstrations exemplify family membership (Whiteside, 1989).
T he other rituals mentioned in the top ten most commonly reported rituals included physical ac tivities with fam ily members, outdoor and indoor activities , summer t rips, eating rituals with family members and fam ily reunions. All of the

ritual ~

mentioned in this list inc! uded t he participation of other family members. T his is
consistent with the li terat ure as the transition into a new family includes ritualized
interact ions as a means of recognizing roles and rules of a system (Silverstein &
Roszia, 1999).
The parents who participated in this study identified many functions that rituals
provided for their families as an adoptive child was brought into their homes. Some
of the function s included communication, demonstration of roles, rules and expectations, and fami ly and community ident ity and membershi p. A complete list of t he
most commonly mentioned rituals can be found in Appendix C.
The literature has shown that rituals are a form of communication (Helwig &
Ruthven, 1990), nelay fa mily believes and values (Viere, 2001 ), and establish stable
interactions (Bossard & Boll, 1950). The rituals identified in this study highlighted
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the purposes identified in the literature review. Participants most commonly mentioned ritua ls that demonst rated communication , values and beliefs, and established
stability within a cul t ural context.

Research Question 2
The second research question (G iven the different categories of rituals, which
category is most commonly reported by parents as being incorporated into the family?) refers specifically to the categories established by Wolin and Bennett (1984).
According to Wolin and Bennett ( 1984) , famil y celebrations connect families
with the wider culture. The types of rituals reported in this category by participants included many religious celebrations t hat are consistent with the Mormon
culture (i. e., sealings in the temple , child blessed in the church .) Other rituals that
were identified in this category included holiday traditions. This type of ritual contributes to group identity, as cultura l celebrations are incorporated into the fam ily
setting. Families in the st udy reported fami ly celebration rituals as helpful in "including the community" in t he transit ional process during adoption.
Family celebration rituals are most highly tied to cultural expec tations. Families
in this study reported that family celebrations taught cultural expectations, boundaries, and roles through ritual enactment. Families identified that this category
of ritual was enacted according to cultural time, date, and symbolic expectations.
Family celebrations were identified as occurring least frequ ently among the three
categories. This may be due to the amount of time families reported that this category of ritual required. This category of ritual also occurs only when society demes
it appropriate.
Family Traditions are less organized , less culture specific, and focus more on in-
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dividual family traditions. "Family rituals both express and shape a family 's shared
world view" (Mackey & Greif, 1994, p. 172}. This type of ritual is influenced by the
culture, but the family decides which tradit ions they will adopt, and how they will
incorporate the ritual (Viere, 2001}.
The families in this study reported using traditions to make statements about
who they are to the world and each other. Some of the rituals identified included
made-up holidays that the family developed to celebrate non-traditional events.
Several families reported celebrating the the adopted child 's adoption on his or
her birthday. The child received usual birthday gifts, but was also given special
adoption gifts, and told the story of the adoption on that day. Adoption holidays
and traditions were reported by many participants as important defining rituals in
their lives. These rituals assist the family in demonstrating to the world how their
family is a unique system.
The results from this study showed that traditions were used more frequently
th an family celebrations, but less frequently than patterned interactions. This is in
accorda nce with Wolin and Bennett's (1984} description of rituals. This category of
ritual is less tied to cultural time expectations, and therefore is enacted when the
family demes appropriate.
Wolin and Bennett (1984} identified patterned interaction rituals as the least
standardized, and most variable category of rituals. Patterned interaction rituals
are used most frequently as they are fl exible and require little organization (Viere,
2001}. Rituals that were identified in this category included bedtime rituals, chore
rituals, eating rituals, greetings and salutation rituals, and other daily interaction
rituals. One r.ouple reported that these types of rituals provided "stability and
security for children who may not have had this before."
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The findin g from this study demonstrate that this type of ritual was most frequently identified by

participauL~.

Participants reported that this type of ritual

provided daily continuity with little preparation time, thereby making it the most
available ritual to perform. One of the parents reported, "Children see patterns in
rituals and they push for the rituals. They want the stability." Parents reported
that a routine became a ritual when the child and parent found meaning. It was
explained that the small daily acts that brought structure to the home also brought
stability and unity. One parent explained it this way, "These [rituals] are the bonds
that are making our family stronger. "
The results provide some degree of external validity as results are generally consistent with the larger literature. T here were 104 rituals reported by 20 participants. Out of the 104 rituals, 43 were identified as patterned interactions. This
is consistent with Viere {2001}, who stated that this category of ritual is the least
standardized , takes the least amount of preparation, and is therefore the most enacted.
All three categories identified by Wolin and Bennett {1984) were identified by
participants in this study. Parti cipants claimed that each category of rituals was
important in a variety of ways. Family celebrations are highly tied to cultural expectations and therefore were reported as a meaningful way of demonstrating cultural standards. Family traditions are less tied to cultural time expectations, and
therefore allow the family to enact meaningful rituals more often. Family traditions
were reported as useful in transmitting to the community {and the adoptive child)
how their family was unique. Patterned interactions required the least amount of
effort to prepare for , and were described as the daily glue that held the families
together.
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Research Question 3
The third research question (What rituals do parents identify as important as
they bring an adopted child into t heir family?) was answered by obtaining the top
five most mean ingful rituals from each participant.
Each couple reported the top 5 most meaningful rituals. Out of the 20 couples
that participated 37 rituals were identified. The amount of rituals identified is consistent with the literature review in that multiple planned rituals are meaningful for
families as they go through transitional processes (Baxter & Clark, 1996; Bennet,
Wolin , Reiss , & Teitelbaum , 1987; Mize, 1995; Whiteside, 1989).
Religious rituals represented 40% of the responses to this question. This could
be due to the high percentage of Mormons who participated in this study. This
type of religious activity is consistent with the Utah culture, where 65% (Deseret
News , 2002) of the population belongs to The Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints. According to the Columbia Encyclopedia (2001) Mormonism is highly
ritualized religion. This may account for the amount of religious rituals reported
by this sample. Some of the most commonly mentioned most helpful rituals were
family prayers, being sealed as a family, attending church as a family, and fath er's
blessings.
Spending time with family in various activities was also represented in this question. Families explained that spending time with extended family and with their
nuclear family gave their chi ld an opportunity to form new ties. Providing a future
connection to family, according to Groze (1996) is an essential step in the adoption
process. There are many new connections that will be made between child and parents. One parent stated, "Adopting our two children made us more open minded.
We were now including biracial children into our family. This affected not only us,
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but our extended family. Other cultures were introduces into our family, extended
family and neighborhood. The religious diversiLy from birth parents was also an
adjustment."
The connections that need to be made alter the familial system, and entire familial context. These connections become necessary for the new family to develop.
Rituals provide multiple types of meaningful connections. According to Imber- Black
(1988a) , rituals provide "membership , healing, identity, belief expression and negotiation , and celebration" (p. 51).
Other important rituals identified were regularly visiting extended family, regular indoor and outdoor activities , family reunions, and summer vacations. Rituals
utilizing both extended and nuclear family offer implicit and explicit information
about the roles and rules that govern the family system (Graze, 1996). It is through
the use of multiple networks, nuclear family, extended family and community, thaL a
clearer understanding of the roles and rules of a system are manifested . All of t hese
networks influence the child. The roles and rules that the child must abide by in
the various situations become clearer when a ritual that ties the networks together
demonstrates the expectations.
Another well represented area of rituals was daily rituals. Rituals like bathing a
child , nighttime and morning rituals, chores and punishm ent rituals provide stability for the family and the adopt ive child. It is through the repetition of behaviors
that consistency is developed. Examples of these rituals included bathing rituals,
bedtime rituals , morning rituals, parents help with homework and punishment rituals.
Parents icl entified da ily rituals as important to th eir family because of the meaningful structure they provide. Participants reported that their children who had
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been adopted had to rethink their understanding of roles and rules. The biological
families had different expectations of the children , and in return , the children had
different expectations of how families worked. Daily rituals provide an interactive
definition of the roles, rules and expectations presented by the new adoptive system
(Graze, 1996)
Rituals specifically associated with adoption were represented in response to
this question. Parents identified keepsake boxes and life books, as well as stories of
adoption as important to the transitionary process of adoption . One parent stated ,
"Offering opportunities to talk to my daughter about her adoption takes away a lot
of the mystery and fear. Being adopted is normal for her and the rest of the family.
She asks us to tell her stories about her adoption all the time. It helps us normalize
the experience."

Research Question 4
The final research qu estion (Are there differences in the number or type of rituals between those parents with adoption education classes and those without?)
add resses the differences between those with and those without formal adoption
education classes. Out of the 20 couples, only 3 had not had any formal adoption
education.
In comparison with those who had adoption education classes, those that did
not reported utilizing fewer rituals when welcoming a child into there home. Reasons for this could be that those with adoption education classes are exposed to
more adoptive families who are willing to talk about challenges and possible solutions associated with adoption. Rituals may be mentioned formally or informally
as ways to address transitional issues, as well as establishing stability and forming
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relationships (Imber-B lack, 1988a).
The participants reported that they received

cla:s~e~

from public resources as

well as private resources. The sample was deliberately contacted through the Utah
State University and Utah DCFS' post adoption class. The purpose of this was for
representation of those who had received adoption education . The other participants had found their own adoption classes. It was surprising that out of the 20
couples who participated , only three had not participated in adoption education.
This research question asked if their were differences between the types of reported rituals between those with and those without adoption classes. It was interesting that the majority of participants had search out adoption education classes.
Participants reported that the classes were helpful as they moved through the adoption process.

Implications
In this section , the implications that can be made to family therapy and family
life education will be drawn. The limitations of this study will be discussed , and
suggestions for future research will be offered.

Family Th erapy

The results from this study have implications for family therapy. The results can
be incorporated into multiple family therapy theories. One theory that can incorporate these findings is the Bowen Family Systems theory. According to Bowen Family Systems theory, an individual is deeply affected by family (Nichols & Schwartz).
Therefore, an individual is constantly working through the process of becoming free
of familial "emotional chaos" (N ichols & Schwartz, 2001). In order to free oneself
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from fam ilial "emotional chaos," one's own role needs to be analyzed as an active
participant in the familial system. This process is referred to as differentiation.
Differentiation occurs as an individual is able to distinguish between thoughts
and emotions. It also includes distinguishing between oneself and others. Differentiation includes taking responsibility for one's actions, and establishing clear boundaries with other people (Nichols & Schwartz, 2001) .
"The degree of differentiation of self depends largely on the course of one's family history" (Nichols & Schwartz, 2001 , p. 146). Adoption plays a major role in
family history. When adoption occurs, there is a clear form of cut-off from biological parents with the intention of attachment to adoptive parents. The family
history of both the adoptive child and the adoptive parents wi ll affect the formation
of the new family. Bringing a new member into the family is "not simply a joining
of individuals; it is rather a transformation of two entire systems iu order to develop
a thi rd" (Nichols & Schwartz, p. 146).
Developing a third system requires a clear understanding of roles , rules,and expectations that will help establish the boundaries in the system. These roles, rules
and expectations are greatly influenced by families of origin (Nichols & Schwartz ,
2001). Rituals are a means of transferring roles, rules and expectations of fami ly
systems (Viere, 2001).
The findings from this study build support for the utilization of rituals by families who are bringing a child into their homes. The data gathered from this study
identified particular rituals that families are utilizing as they bring an adopted child
into their homes. Families identified that rituals assisted them in demonstrating
rol es, rules and expectations. Adding this information to Bowen's theory provides
a pathway for demonstrating roles , rules and expectations, and thereby forming
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boundaries.
According to this theory, differentiation is a lifelong pursuit (N ichols &
Schwartz, 2001}. Family therapists can utilize rituals and differentiation with families who are experiencing the adoption process in many ways. Communication
techniques that utilize rituals as a means of helping families differentiate, experiential techniques where ritualized physical demonstrations of family enmeshment and
differentiation are performed , are both examples of ritualized therapeutic techniques
that are consistent with Bowenian theory. Therapists work with families on becoming more differentiated by clarifying roles, rules and expectations. Rituals have the
ability to physically demonstrate roles, rules and expectations, thereby making the
implicit , explicit (Imber-Black, 1988b}. "Family rituals both express and shape a
fami ly 's shared world view. Thus, they may serve to support the status quo or to
promote change" (Mackey & Greif, 1994 , p. 177}.

Limitations
Limitations of t his study included a small, nonrepresentative sample. Due to a
sample of only 20 couples, the findi ngs cannot be generalized to larger populations.
Some of the statistical data was limited , as there was not enough participants to
do statistical analyses. Particularly limiting was the sample size of those who had
not taken any adoption classes. The statistical findings for this group in comparison
with those who had taken adoption classes was statistically insignificant.
Another limiting aspect to the sample was that 95% of participants belonged
to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. There was little diversity in
religious affiliation, thereby limi ting the generalizability of results. All participanLs
in this study were Caucasian. No other ethnic or racial group was represented.
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Therefore, the results of this study cannot be expanded to other populations.
This study limited questions regarding how much meaning each category of rituals had for the participants. No questions were asked about the meanings that
participants placed on the identified rituals.
Parents were the only individuals asked to participate in answering questions.
This is limiting as no information was gathered from other family members about
the effectiveness or meaningfuln ess of the rituals for them.
The sample for this study was gathered from an adoption group that discussed
rituals. This may have biased the sam ple in identifying and recognizing rituals in
their lives. The result may have therefore been skewed towards a higher recognition
of ri t uals by participants.
This study did not ask which category was most helpful throughout the adoption process. The information gathered focused on the amount of rituals in each
category, but did not specify which category of rituals was most meaningful.
Suggestion for Future Research
Obtaining information from various religious, ethnic, and racial backgrounds will
offer more da ta on the utilization of rituals for various peoples. Future research will
need to include a larger, more representative sample of ethnic, racial and religious
groups as well as those who have and those who have not taken adoption classes.
The amount and significance of meaning that participants prescribe to each
category of ri t uals should be included in future research. Detailed information on
how the most meaningful rituals develop and why the rituals are so meaningful to
family members will be important future data.
Future research may also include gathering information from various family
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members to assess the meaning each member attributes to the ritual. Future research should also include which category participants find most helpful throughout
the adoption process.

Conclusion
Rituals have been shown to be helpful in stressful situations, and times of transition (Wolin & Bennett, 1984). Rituals can provide structure, consistency, a link
to the past present and future, and meaningful interactions (Imber-Black, 1988a;
Davis, 1984). Adoption is a time of change, where family roles and rules will be
altered (Whiteside, 1989). This study has demonstrated that rituals are utilized in
this transitionary period . All three categories of rituals are used, with patterned
interactions as the most frequently reported. Rituals were reported as meaningful
to the participants, as they identified religious, time spent with extended family,
and daily rituals among the most important to the adoption process. People with
and without formal adoption education reported the utilization of rituals. However,
t hose with ed ucation reported using rituals more often than those without formal
adoption education.
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Appendix A.
Inform ed Consent for Research Participant
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Marriage and Family Therapy Program
Utah State University
INFORMED CONSENT FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPATION

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research project. The purpose of
this research is to increase the understanding about rituals and how they assist
families who have adopted children.
The only way to find out what types of meaningful rituals families utilize as
they bring an adopted child into their home is by asking the families. Your response
is vital as this is the only way we have to understand what has been helpful to
adoptive famili es as they bring a child into their homes.
Please understand that by participating in this research , you will be asked to fill
out a questionnaire. You have the right to stop participating at any time with no
consequences. If you choose not to participate, you can withdraw from t his study
at a ny time for a ny reason without fear of negative consequences from those conducting the research. If you choose not to participate, simply do not return the
questionnaire. If you decide not to participate, it will not influence your relationship with Utah State University in any way.
The information you provide will be anonymous. Signing this form provides permission for your participation in this research project. The questionnaires will be
given to Scot Allgood and Amber Christensen who wi ll analyze the data. There will
be no names used in the compiling of the data or in the reporting of the research
project. The questionnaires will be kept in a locked file cabinet and at the completion of this study (estimate is August 1, 2002) will be destroyed. There will be
approximately 40 parents taking part in this research.
Your contribution to this effort is greatly appreciated . The results will be used
by Utah State University and other family life educators to better serve families
who have, or are in the process of adopting children. If you have any questions or
concerns about being involved in this research project, please feel free to contact
Scot Allgood (435-797-7433) or Amber Christensen (435-755-8119).
This form is to be signed by all wi lling participants.
Signature: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D a te:
Signature: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D a te:
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Appendix B.
Demographics Form and Measure

TJ

UtuhStute
UNIVERSITY
""""""_.,.....,
l7000LdMiiftHi.
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I.DpnUTI4lll-VOO

Demogrophics
Age _ _ __

Gender. Male I Female

y..,.ofcducation(Highschool•l2 ycan): - - - -

y..,. Married:----Income: - - - - - - -

RA:ligion:

LDS

' \.

None

Pnm:mnt

_ _ _ Jewish

_ _ _Other

-- ' - -· Catholic

d. Asian
c. Other(pleosespe<ify) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ple:J.sc list your children. their ages. and how they bec:une part of your f.unily.
Bjo!ogjgVadopted

Type

ofadoptjon

(public agency, priv=, Wniiy)

Have you had any classes ~elated to adopting yo ur childmlJ Y~ _ _
Wbl1

No

typ~ o( classes ?

0f'1»il't'metll of h molv & Hu m;r,n Oewloomenf • Co!l ~ ol hmily lift
T~n om:: ~~ H I 79 7-71 10 • fJclmilit :

t•lSJ 797-7412

Instructions
(Please read slowly and clearly to the interviewees)
As a child becomes a member of a family, there are some important things that families
do to help the child learn how he or she fits in, and what his or her role is. Rituals are defined as
meaningful events or behaviors that manifest the family's belief system and facilitate individuai
and fami ly identity development. The following questions will ask you to identify and describe
the rituals that your family has utilized as you have included your adopted child in your family.
Often times, people use the words tradition and ritual interchangeably. For the purposes of this
study, the word ritual will be used. The following is the criteria to participate in this research
project: the child must have been twelve or under at the age of adoption, parents' marriage must
still be intact since time of adoption, and both parents must participate in the interview. The
interview should last from a half an hour to one hour. If at any time you feel uncomfortable and
would like to end the interview, please let me know and the interview will end. Are there any
questions before we begin? Thank you for your participation.
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Start Time: _ _ _ _ __
I . Families use holiday rituals as a way to celebrate important annual events in their lives. Some
examples of holiday rituals are: Christmas, Father's!Mother' s Day, Birthdays, and Labor Day.
(Prompt I) How have holiday rituals changed as a result of the adoption?
(If couple does not understand the question:
(Restate) How have holiday rituals been different since you adopted your child?)
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1. (Prompt 2) How have holiday rituals helped your child become part of the family?
(Restate: How have holiday rituals helped your family and the adopted child to become closer?)

77

I . (Prompt 3) Are there any other details that help to explain how holiday rituals have assisted
your family as you welcomed an adopted child?

78

2. Some families use religi ous ritual s as a way of helping a child understand how the family
practices their rel igion. Some examples of religious ritual s include: Blessings/Christenings,
Baptisms, Ordinations, Meal time prayers, Family Home evenings, Child sealed to family .
2. (Prompt I) Have religious rituals been helpful in bringing an adopted child into your home?
Yes

No (if no, skip to the next question)

2. (Prompt 2) How have religious rituals changed as a result of the adoption?
(If couple does not understand the question:

(Restate) How have religious ritual s been different since the time you adopted your child?)
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2. (Prompt 3) How have religious rituals helped your child become part of the family?
(Restate: How have religious rituals helped your family and the adopted child to become
closer?)

80

2. (Prompt 4) Are there any other details that help to explain how religious rituals have assisted
your family as you brought adopted child into your family?

81

3. Each year, many families have annual events that becoming meaningful rituals. Examples of
annual rituals include Summer Vacations, Reunions, Adoption Anniversaries, Graduations)
(Prompt I) How have annual event rituals specifically changed as a result of the adoption?
(If couple does not understand the question:
(Restate) How have annual event rituals been different since the time you adopted your child?)
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(Prompt 2) How have annual event rituals helped your child become part of the family?
(Restate: How have annual event rituals helped your family and the adopted child to become
closer?)

83

3. (Prompt 3) Are there any other details that help to explain how annual event rituals assisted
your family as you welcomed an adopted child?
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4. Families often will do things together regularly that is meaningful to each member. This type
of ritual may occur more often than annually and is called a Family Event Ritual. Examples of
this include: Recreational activities, Special meals or foods, Visiting extended family, Naming
ceremonies (helping child write new name out over and over again).
(Prompt I) How have family event rituals specifically changed as a result of the adoption?
(If couple does not understand the question:
(Restate) How have family event rituals been different since the time you adopted your child?)
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4. (Prompt 2) How have family event rituals helped your child become part of the family?
(Restate: How have family event rituals helped your family and the adopted child to become
closer?)

86

4. (Prompt 3) Are there any other details that help to explain how family event rituals assisted
your family as you welcomed an adopted child?
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5. Daily, families include rituals into their lives. These types of rituals give meaning to every
day life, and help the adopted child to understand how the family functions on a daily basis.
Examples of Family Daily Events include: greetings, job charts, playing games, family exercise,
housecleaning routines, school projects, family leisure time.
(Prompt I) How have family dail y event rituals specifically changed as a result of the adoption?
(If couple does not understand the question:
(Restate) How have family daily rituals been different since the time you adopted your child?)
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(Prompt 2) How have family daily event rituals helped your child become part of the fami ly?
(Restate: How have family dail y rituals helped your family and the adopted child to become
closer?)

89

(Prompt 3) Are there any other details that help to explain how family daily event rituals assisted
your family as you welcomed an adopted child?

90

6. The interaction that parents and the adopted child have on a regular basis allow both
individuals the opportunity to bond. This is time when only the parent or parents and adopted
child spend time together. Examples of Parent-child rituals include: bedtime routines, parentchild talks, shopping together, life books, foster family and biological family contacts.
(Prompt I) How have parent-child interaction rituals specifically changed as a result of the
adopti on?
(If couple does not understand the question:

(Restate) How have parent-child rituals been different since the time you adopted your chi ld?)

91

(Prompt 2) How have parent-child interaction rituals help your child become part of the family?
(Restate: How have parent-child rituals helped your fami ly and the adopted child to become
closer?)

92

(Prompt 3) Are there any other details that help to explain how parent-child interaction rituals
assisted your family as you welcomed an adopted child?
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7. From the items previously identified, which five rituals have been most important in helping
your adopted children become apart of your family. Please identify who initiated the ritual.
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8. Please mark on this scale of I to 5 how helpful the rituals you identified have been in
integrating the child you adopted into your home.
0

= not helpful at all

0

3

2

= moderately helpful

3

5 = extremely helpful

4

5

Thank you for your participation. The information that you have given me today will be helpful
for family educators and therapists who are working with other families who have or are in the
process of adopting.

Any additional comments from the
interviewees:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Appendix C.
Frequency of Identified Rituals
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Tabl e 12
Fr equency of Identified Rituals

Ritual

Frequency

Regularly visiting ex tended family
Talk ti me with child and parent
Child sealed to famil y in LDS temple
Fam ily Prayers
Regular chore assignments
Regular outdoor activities clone with family
Regular indoor family act ivities
Regular outdoor eating rituals
Family Reunions
Summer t raveling trip
Eat meals as a famil y
Grace/B lessing before meals
Child does daily errands wit h parent
Bed time rituals
Child Blessed and given a name in church
Christmas Decorat ion
Special meals on Christm as
Games on Christmas with extended family and /or fri ends
Morning rituals
Child 's name is given special meaning
Attend church as a family
Chat with extended famil y during holidays
Seating arran gement at the table
Child picks what to eat on birthday
Stories of Biological family and adoption regularly told
P lay games one on one
Child picks type of birthday cake
Family nights
Chi ld makes decisions that affect family activities
Do chores as family
Visiting Biological fam ily
Dates with a parent
Christmas Eve rituals
Easter egg hunt
(Table 12 continued next

95%
95%
90%
80%
80%
75%
75%
70%
70%
70%
70%
65%
65 %
65%
60%
60%
60%
60%
60%
60%
60%
55%
55%
55%
55%
55%
50%
50%
55%
55%
50%
50%
45%
45%

page)
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Ri tual

Frequency

Contacts (letters, calls) with Biological family
Child plays an activity and family watches
Greetings and saying goodbyes
Meal rituals (clean up,prepare)
Physical rubbing, hugging and kissing child
Child watches adopt ive siblings in an activi ty
Parent practices activi ty wit h child
Christmas Tree
Present opening rituals
Child responsible for part in holiday ritual
Birthday decorations
Right of Passage activities
Family Scripture Reading
Bathing rituals
Parents wrestle with child
Night time prayers with child and parents
Birthday picture taken
Thanksgiving Meal with family
Adoptive family buys presents for chi ld
Keepsake boxes and life books
Sunday rituals different from daily routine
Travel games prepared for trips
Parents help with homework
Special meals for special events
Allowance or treat for chores
Father's Blessing given to child
Birthday party
Made up Holidays
Pictures and letters from Biological fami ly
Adoption Announcements
Annual adoption celebration
Party to celebrate religious ceremony
Singing songs together
Punishment rituals
Do proj ects with parent
Stocking with name on it
Special gift from parents
Christmas and Easter Day Scripture Reading
(Table 12 continued next

45%
45%
45%
45%
45%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
35%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%
25%
25%
25%
page)
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Ritual
Special gi ft given to another family member from child
Pictures of Biological family displayed
Regular family car rides
Special event meals with Biological fam ily
Cookies and milk for Santa
Halloween parties
Birthday card from birthday child to biological family
Father's/ Mother 's day Gift from Chi ld to adoptive parents
Activities associated with a death of family member
Read/pray as individuals
Ch ild given a nickname
Child 's Baptism
Expression of love given to child from adoptive parents
Special clothes worn for fami ly picture after adoption
Dye Easter Eggs and other crafts
4th of July F ireworks
Adoption celebrated at Birthday time
Send/receive gifts from /to Biological family
Parents dance with child
Play dates with other children and parents
Video tape special events
New Years Eve party
Gift given to biological parents on Father's/Mother's Day
Birthday cards from biological parents to birthday child
Trick or treating with parents
Making Halloween costumes together
Child given gift from extended family at adoption
Culturally appropri ate rituals and celebrations for child
Trips alone with parent
Child 's name added to family business
Christmas light displays
Toothfairy leaves a treat

Frequency
25%
25%
25%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
10%

10%
10%
10%

10%
10%
10%
10%
5%
5%
5%
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Appendix D.
Most Valued Rituals
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Table 13
Mos t Valued Rituals

Ritu al
Family prayers
Summer trip
Outdoor activities wit h family
Birthday party
Attend church as a family
Child sealed to family
Eat meals as a family
Time to talk alone with parent
One on one games
Family wa tches child 's extra-curricular
Games on Christmas
Present opening ritu als
Fa mily night
Father's blessings
Visiting extended family
Bathing rituals
Bed time rit uals
Do chores together
Physical touching
Mornin g rituals
Family reunions
Cookies and milk for Santa
Halloween party
Made-up holidays
Child picks what to eat for birthday
Keepsake boxes and life books
Child given name/ blessed in church
Family scripture reading
Baptism
Sing songs together
Parents help with homework
Punishment ritual
Business name changed to include child
New Years Eve

Frequency

%

7
7
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2

7
7
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2

Cumulative %

7%
14%
20%
25%
30%
35%
40%
45%
49%
53%
57%
60%
63%
66%
69%
72%
75%
78%
80%
82%
84%
85%
86%
87%
88%
89%
90%
91 %
92%
93%
94%
95%
96%
97%
(Ta ble 13 continued next page)
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Ritual
Games for trips
Play dates with other children
Stories of adoption

Frequency

% Cumulative %
98%
99%

100%
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Appendix E.
Frequency of Ritual by Adoption Education
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Table 14
Fr·equenGy of Ritual by Adoption Education

Ritual

Visit extended family
Summer trip
Father's Blessing
Indoor family activit ies
Family Reu nions
Child sealed to family
Games on Christmas
Family Prayers
Talk tim e with parents
Proj ects with parents
Stocking with child 's name
Cu lt urally appropriate rituals
Father's/Mother's day gift to adoptive parents
Punishm ent ritual
Special meals for special events
Bathing ritual
Family scri ptu re reading
Rights of passage
Ch ristmas tree
Parents practice activities with child
Greetings and saying goodbye
Car ride
Contacts with biological family
Halloween parties
Meal rituals
Child blessed in church
Visit biological family
Dates with parent
Talk wit h extended family during holidays
Child 's decisions affect activities of family
Play one on one games

No Class

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Class

Percent
Responding
to Ritual

17
95
12
70
35
5
75
13
12
70
16
90
10
60
14
80
17
95
5
30
4
25
1
10
3
20
30
5
6
35
7
40
7
40
7
40
7
40
40
7
8
45
25
4
8
45
20
3
8
45
11
60
9
50
50
9
10
55
10
55
10
55
(Table 14 continued next page)
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Ritual

Do chores together
Christmas decorations
Bedtime rituals
Christmas meal
Morning rituals
Child's name given special meaning
Outdoor activities
Daily errands done with parent
Eat meals as a family
Outdoor activ ities
Chore assignments
Make Halloween costumes
Send/recieve gifts from/to Biological family
Keepsake boxes and life books
Adoption celebration
Easter crafts
Pictures of Biological family displayed
Stories of adoption told
Child gives birthday card to biological family
Adoption an nouncement
Party to celebrate religious ceremony
Seating arrangement at table
Easter egg hunt
Letters from adoptive and biological family
Special meals with biological family
Grace said before meals
Thanksgiving meal
Birthday party
Toothfairy leaves treat
Christmas and Easter scripture reading
Adoption celebrated at Birthday
Biological parents send birthday gift
Birthday picture taken
Games prepared for family trips
Child picks birthday cake

No Class

Class

Percent
Responding
to Ritual

10
55
11
60
12
65
11
60
11
60
11
60
13
70
12
65
13
70
14
75
1
15
80
0
2
10
0
3
15
7
35
0
0
G
30
15
3
0
0
5
25
11
0
55
4
0
20
0
6
30
0
6
30
11
55
0
0
9
45
0
6
30
4
0
20
13
0
65
0
7
35
0
6
30
1
5
0
25
0
5
0
3
15
2
10
0
0
7
35
7
0
35
10
0
50
(Table 14 continued next page)
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Ritual

Sunday rituals
New Years eve celebration
Ch ild responsible for part in holiday ritual
Birthday decorations
Extended fa mily gives gifts for adoption
Christmas lights
Video tape events
Family watches child 's extra curricular activity
Child watches sibling extra curricular activity
Trick or treating
Child given nickname
Parents express love to chi ld in card
Child picks what to eat on birthday
Family night
Reward for chores
Made-up holidays
C hristmas eve ritual
Present opening ritual
Sin g so ngs together
Parents help with homework
Pray as individuals
Child gives gi ft to family members
Parents give special gift to child
Child given birthday presents
4th of Ju ly celebrated
Play dates with other child ren
Fath er's/Mother 's day gift to biological parents
Parents wrestle with ch ild
Parents dance with child
Attend church as family
Cookies and milk for Santa
Special clothes worn for family photo
Nightly prayers
Baptism
Trips with parent

No Class

Class

Percent
Responding
to Ritual

7
0
35
10
0
2
8
40
0
40
8
0
2
10
0
0
1
5
15
0
3
0
9
45
40
0
8
0
2
10
4
20
0
15
0
3
11
55
0
10
0
50
7
0
35
30
0
6
45
0
9
40
0
8
0
6
30
35
7
0
4
20
0
25
0
5
25
0
5
7
35
0
0
3
15
15
0
3
2
10
0
40
8
0
15
0
3
12
60
0
20
4
0
15
0
3
7
0
35
0
4
20
2
10
0
(Table 14 continued next page)
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Ritual

Activities associated with death of fam ily member
Business changed to include child 's name
Physical touch with child

No Class

Class

0
0
0

4
1
9

Percent
Responding
to Ritual

20
5

45

